
Saint Jude the Apostle School - Diversity 

•  Saint Jude School has a mission statement that include cultural 
diversity beyond just children of color 

• Saint Jude School can only identify children of diversity by the 
“identification selection” indicated by their parents.  Many 
students have parents of different backgrounds – depending on 
which background the parents identify indicates the child’s 
ethnicity.  Two brothers from Cuba – one brother identified his 
children as Hispanic the other brother identified his children as 
Caucasian; another child has a mother from Viet Nam and father 
from the US – he identifies as Caucasian; two siblings have a 
Hispanic father and a white mother…they are identified as 
Caucasian.  Personal choice influences totals.  

• Saint Jude School reflects the same diversity ratio as the 
Wauwatosa community at large 14 – 15% 

• Because of our proximity to the Medical College, Saint Jude 
School does have global diversity in our student population…our 
school reflects similarly to the medical staff at the hospital 

•  In our school environment, students of color are often the 
product of mixed parents – parents identify the child as multi-
racial rather than African-American 

• Through marketing beyond the Wauwatosa borders, Saint Jude 
School has been able to maintain our 90 year mission as a single 
parish/single school/non-consolidated. 

• We have more diversity in economic status than most Saint Jude 
parishioners appreciate and recognize.  Last year alone, we 
awarded $45,000 in student scholarships to current Catholic 
families in need.  In addition, we gave $116,000 in debt 



forgiveness of current parish families that could not meet their 
anticipated commitment.  Totaling $161,000 in financial support 
to economically challenged families.   

• In Catholic high schools, scholarships are viewed as a badge of 
honor.  However, in Catholic grade schools, there is a little 
embarrassment to these awards so we keep the process open but 
the awardees confidential.  The Affordable Education Application 
Process was already introduced to our community in the 
December newsletters.   


